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Adfinis  SyGroup  joins  HashiCorp

Partner  Program  to  become  first

Swiss Partner
Berne, 12. December 2018

Adfinis SyGroup, one of the leading open source service providers in Switzerland, has joined

the  HashiCorp  Partner  Program.  By  joining  this  program,  companies  can  now  obtain  all

HashiCorp  products  and  additional  services,  including  consulting,  support,  and

commissioning, directly from Adfinis SyGroup.

HashiCorp  is  an  open-source  software  company  based  in  San  Francisco,  California,  that

provides  open  source  tools  and  commercial  products  enabling  developers,  operators  and

security professionals to provision,  secure, run and connect cloud computing infrastructure.

Their portfolio consists of four main products:

• Vault is a tool for managing secrets and protecting sensitive data. Vault is designed to help 

security teams secure, store, and tightly control access to tokens, passwords, certificates, 

encryption keys for protecting secrets, and other sensitive data using a UI, CLI, or HTTP API.

• Terraform enables an Infrastructure as Code approach to consistently provision any cloud,

infrastructure, and service.

• Consul provides a distributed service networking layer to connect, secure, and configure ap-

plications across dynamic, distributed infrastructure. 

• Nomad is an easy-to-use and flexible cluster scheduler that enables an organization to 

automate deployment of any application on any infrastructure at any scale. 

Previously  customers  in  Switzerland  were  able  to  utilize  the  open  source  versions  of

HashiCorp products. Adfinis SyGroup enables these companies to obtain enterprise licenses

of  HashiCorp  tools  and  provides  local  consulting.  HashiCorp’s  enterprise  offerings  are

designed to help customers address the organizational complexities of collaboration and

governance  across  teams.  Adfinis  SyGroup  offers  the  technical  expertise  required  to

address these complexities providing high quality delivery, consulting, and support. 

For  more  information go  to www.adfinis-sygroup.ch  or  follow  Adfinis  SyGroup  on  Twitter

@adfinissygroup.

Be smart. Think OpenSource.


